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Media and
Entertainment Business
Movie/video production,
content distribution,

thematic channel operations,
and event/advertisement E-commerce

Business
Shop Channel

Cable Platform
Business
Cable TV,

high-speed Internet access,
fixed phone, mobile phone,
energy (electricity/gas),
home IoT service,

and online medical care

Since its establishment in 1995, J:COM has been leading the broadcasting and 
communications industry as Japan's largest cable television operator and as a media and 
entertainment company that leads the multi-channel market. However, the environment 
surrounding the broadcasting and communications industry as well as the living environment of 
customers are changing rapidly.
J:COM will continue to take on challengeｓ to offer our customers enjoyment, excitement, and a 
comfortable and peaceful life by providing services that anticipate these changes of time and 
customers.
At the same time, we will build better and stronger ties with local communities that support 
J:COM's corporate activities and aim to be a company that grows together with the 
communities.

Inspiring Contents

Life Supporting
Services

あたらしいを、あたりまえに

J:COM's Brand Message

Business Domain

Create a future with continuous
enrichment for local communities through
new technologies and services

Representative Director,
Chairman & Co-CEO

Hirohiko Imura
Representative Director, 
President & Co-CEO

Yuzo Ishikawa

J:COM believes that new technologies and services will 
take the future a little farther and that the world will be 
a little happier when such new future becomes 
everybody's norm.

Therefore, we want to create a platform where anyone 
can freely come across content they wish to enjoy, 
regardless of whether it is on TV or the Internet; a 
service that supports peace of mind and comfort in the 
digital era; and a future where new things are no longer 
difficult things.

We believe that we can do this because we have valued 
our connection with each and every customer through 
providing support in daily life, such as TV entertainment, 
telecommunications, electricity, and gas.

J:COM will make new excitement and happiness as the 
new norm for everybody.
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J:COM's Approach

Advanced technologies as user-friendly services for all
Exciting entertainments as familiar experiences

Through its services, J:COM is committed to providing customers with a sense of advancement, 
excitement, comfort, and security, as well as enriching communities by working with local 
communities. Make advanced technologies into user-friendly services promptly. Make 
entertainment a more familiar experience with the power of contents. We will continue to 
develop services that upgrade the quality of your everyday life.

AdvancementAdvancement

We are offering J:COM LINK, a set-top box (STB) that 
integrates broadcasting and video distribution services to 
provide a next-generation TV viewing experience; we 
promptly introduced a 5G-compatible J:COM MOBILE as 
MVNO. JCOM is engaged in developing services to 
upgrade customers' lives. We will also continue pursuing 
and offering new values to our customers through services
that anticipate the changes of the time, such as starting 
to create a business that utilizes lifestyle behavior data.

ExcitementExcitement

ASMIK ACE, INC. produces a series of exciting video 
works, mainly movies and animations. J SPORTS 
provides dynamic matches of world's top athletes. As 
Japan's only dedicated golf channel, Golf Network 
delivers long-hour live broadcast of five major men's and 
women's golf tournaments from overseas featuring 
Hideki Matsuyama, Yuka Sasao, and other great players. 
We will continue to produce many appealing contents 
and deliver moving moments and excitement to all 
viewers.

ComfortComfort

We offer convenient, easy-to-use services and support: 
Internet service such as J:COM NET, which provides 
stable speed communications, and J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi, 
which uses AI, triband and other technologies to provide 
a high-speed, stable Wi-Fi environment; J:COM HOME, 
which enables you to operate electric appliances by 
voice or from outside the home; and MY J:COM, an app 
that provides one-stop support for J:COM services such 
as changing payment method as well as viewing and 
recording TV and Internet speed check.

SecuritySecurity

Entering into a disaster prevention agreement with 198* 
municipalities throughout Japan, we provide information 
that offers local safety and security by various methods, 
such as providing announcements and disaster information 
on J:COM Channel in the event of a disaster or emergency. 
Utilizing TV at home, we are engaged to support local 
medical care through online medical care, which performs 
examination by video calls. In addition, the small amount 
and short-term insurance business is started to provide 
sense of security to our customers by insurance products 
that cover troubles of Internet, disaster, and household 
property. 

Famil iar ityFamil iar ity

For each of the 70 areas across Japan, we produce 
commun i t y - b a sed  c on t e n t s  s uch  a s  e v en t s ,  
administrative and disaster prevention information, and 
share them via J:COM Channel, a community channel, 
and local information app. In addition, J:COM TV, a 
community channel that broadcasts in all areas, provides 
local-level content to all areas. We have assigned a 
"regional producer" in service areas to cooperate with 
stakeholders including administrations, educational 
institutions, and local promotion institutions to respond 
to local needs and regional issues.

Reliabi l i tyRel iabi l i ty

We have 2,600 sales staff, 600 follow-up staff, and 
4,000 service engineers nationwide. At the self-run 
customer centers located in 5 sites throughout the 
country, 2,800 operators respond thoroughly to meet our 
customers’ needs 365 days a year. By integrating such 
human resources and digital technologies, we will 
pursue to become a company that can provide a perfect 
plan and better value to each customer.

J:COM LINK

Provide disaster information 
on J:COM Channel

Online medical care service 
using TV at home

"Baragaki:Unbroken Samurai"
©2021 the"Baragaki:Unbroken Samurai"

Production Committee

Cycle*2020 Tour de France 
©A.S.O./Pauline Ballet

Live broadcasts of
local sports events

*As of March, 2021

Revitalizing communities 
via collaboration with 

municipality



J:COM CA Platform Business

J:COM supports daily life
J:COM is a leading company of the broadcasting and 
telecommunications industry that offers services of CATV, Internet, 
fixed phone, mobile phone, electric power and home IoT throughout 
the country.

Operate business in five major metropolitan
areas nationwide

With 11 managed companies and 66 CATV 
system operations, we support our customers’ 
daily lives by providing a wide range of services 
that enrich their lives.

Unlimited calling plan via J:COM x au
J:COM PHONE Plus is provided through a partnership between J:COM and KDDI, and allows 
free calls between J:COM PHONE Plus subscribers as well as with subscribers of "au home 
phone," "au smartphone," and "au feature phone."

Using the latest VoIP technology, the voice quality is equivalent to that of a conventional 
fixed phone. This is a household-friendly fixed phone service with affordable rates.

Japan's largest multiple cable system operator

In the J:COM Group, the managing 
company is responsible for maintenance
of service infrastructure, and production
and procurement of contents while 
managed companies offer J:COM brand 
services to our customers in each region.
In addition to services of TV, Internet,
telephone, we support more convenient
and enriched lifestyle through providing
electric power, home IoT service and 
insurance.

Sapporo

Sendai

Kanto

Kansai

Kyushu
Yamaguchi

J:COM LINK expands the customer’s “gotta watch!”

J:COM TV Flex, a set of the popular Netflix and thematic 
channels, is available now. Customers can choose from a 
variety of courses to meet their needs.

In addition to over 97 linear channels of terrestrial and BS digital broadcasting, thematic channels, and 4K 
broadcasting, and J:COM On Demand enabling customers  to watch popular titles in movies, dramas and animations 
anytime, you can enjoy popular online video services such as Netflix, DAZN, and TVer on a big TV screen. A voice 
search function enables you to smoothly search for the program you want to watch from an enormous volume of 
contents, and a recommendation function suggests programs to customers based on their viewing tendency. 
Furthermore, the dedicated app enables you to enjoy live broadcast like 
sports as well as recorded programs even when you are away from your 
house.

Enormous amount of content crossing the boundaries of broadcasting and telecommunications

J:COM LINK

Furthermore, the dedicated app enables you to enjoy live broadcast like 
sports as well as recorded programs even when you are away from your 

J:COM LINK

High-quality cable Internet connection
J:COM NET deploys FTTN (fiber to the node) architecture, where fiber-optic cables are used for trunk lines and 
coaxial cables to reach customers’ residences from a nearby node. Use of a high-speed network with a large 
capacity enables a stable and high-speed connection. 
We have a lineup of plans that are designed to meet different needs - from 1G plan* to fully enjoy videos and music 
to 12M bps plan for simple use. *1G plan is expanding its service area.

Including our 1G plan (maximum downstream speed of 1G bps), 
we have lineups to meet our customers’ needs. Enjoy our service 
with free security and support.

So fast! Enjoy Wi-Fi connection anywhere in the house!
J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi realizes a stable Wi-Fi connection by high-performance 
technologies such as AI and tri-band. Furthermore, it automatically selects the 
optimum communication route according to the device characteristics, usage 
conditions, and surrounding environment to enable high-speed and stable 
communication. J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi device

C
ustom

ers

Managing
company

Managed
Companies

JCOM

C
ooperate

11
companies
66 CATV
system
operations

（As of July 1, 2021）

Group
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J:COM CA Platform Business J:COM's New Init iat ives

J:COM's Technologies

Saving electricity through visualization
J:COM offers ECOREPO, a service in which you can check your 
monthly electricity bills and the amount of electricity consumption on 
your PC, tablet, or smartphone. We  provide not only electricity, but 
also a full range of related services, such as energy-saving measures 
through the visualization and monthly savings. We also offer menu for 
all-electric houses.

We deliver high quality, reliable, yet economical electricity
to your home.

J:COM HOME is a service that uses IoT devices to enhance 
convenience and deliver safety in your daily life.

Make everyday life more convenient
You can control your home appliances from anywhere at anytime 
using the app or your voice. By combining devices to match your 
lifestyle, you can enjoy more enhanced functions, such as watching 
over your pets while you’re away and notifying  when the front door 
is opened.

J:COM's technologies support services
As a company that provides life-essential infrastructures,
J:COM’s social mission is to provide stable services. 
With the latest technologies and 24/7 system, we deliver reliable and safe services to our customers.

Your safety and comfort are our top priorities

We are committed to building facilities that can quickly recover in the event 
of a large-scale failure. Monitoring services 24/7, we ensure the provision 
of high-quality services through a system in which engineers throughout 
Japan can respond quickly at any time. We also focus on measures to 
prevent any impact on services, such as proactive monitoring that detects 
signs of failure in advance and measures against cyberattacks.

Our service engineers provide a full range of customer support

For our customers to use our diverse range of services without any worries, 
we are engaged to educate our employees, including establishing a 
technology accreditation system, which allows our employees to perform 
installations precisely and provide easy-to-understand explanations on how 
to use our services. After subscribing, our service engineers are available to 
assist you not only via website or phone calls but also on site, if needed., 
Our customers’ enriched lives are fully supported under our complete 
aftercare system.

J:COM Insurance

Aiming to make insurance, which tends to be considered as difficult and complicated,
simpler and easier to understand, J:COM provides insurance products that reflect 
customers’ needs that only J:COM, an infrastructure provider, can capture at affordable
and friendly price. You can purchase from anywhere in Japan.

J:COM MOBILE, the MVNO* service by J:COM, is different from so-called "cheap 
smartphone" and provides special services that only J:COM, a CATV operator, can offer.
*Mobile Virtual Network Operator

Reliable support that only J:COM can provide

Support staff can visit your home to help you with the initial 
setup and basic operation. 
With dedicated full support only J:COM can provide, you can be 
reassured to enjoy our service without any hassle after initial 
subscription*.
*The home visit service is limited to the J:COM service area.

You can manage everything at home from application
to start of services with our full support system

With our dedicated app, you can enjoy contents you like such 
as videos, live sports, music, and more by the VOD services, 
J:COM On Demand and J:COM Music without worrying about 
data usage.

Enjoy videos and music without mobile data consumption

BASIO4
This is your ideal first smartphone 
that is reassuringly user-friendly 
with a big home screen.

Galaxy A21
Large screen, but slim and easy 
to hold. Large capacity battery 
and full features.

Google and Google Home are trademarks of Google LLC.

J:COM Online Medical Care

Utilizing TV at home, we provide an online medical care service* that enables our 
customers to receive doctor’s examinations with simple operation. Aiming to solve 
the problems that regional medical care faces, we are proceeding with new 
initiatives. 
*Areas are expanding gradually.

A remote control of home 
electrical appliances

Google Home Mini

DENRYOKU
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Media and Entertainment Business

J:COM's diversified businesses include investment in, operation of and advertising sales for 
various thematic channels, planning and production of movies and video works, theatrical 

distribution, and content distribution.

Media Business Entertainment Business

Media Solution Business Community Media Business

Promote the content value chain and develop businesses that enhance
the comprehensive strength of the J:COM Group

Offer J:COM’s unique value
through diversified line of business

J:COM operates five thematic channels that deliver a wide variety of contents,
including sports, movies, dramas, and music concerts, not only through broadcasting
but also through distribution and digital media.

Yosuke Okawa's Popular
Snack-Bar Song

World: Where Showa Celebrities Gather

In addition to local original content, J:COM TV delivers a wide variety of programs
including movies, dramas, animations, and travel programs throughout the J:COM areas.

We are engaged in expanding businesses comprehensively from the production and
distribution of theatrical movies to package sales. In recent years, we have also
expanded the movie business globally through broadcasting and distribution of animation,
and the sales of licenses to overseas markets.

Digital Media

Sunday Movie TheaterDeliver appealing local information
to 14 million households
across the country

Tsunagaru Nippon!!
Power of Support

ロゴ後送

Platform for Distribution（example）

■Media Business ■ Entertainment Business

Enrich your life with attractive contents

Events

Media
Solutions

Video
Production

Community
Media

"Baragaki: Unbroken Samurai"
©2021 the "Baragaki: Unbroken Samurai"
Production Committee

"Sumikko Gurashi TheMovie: Aoi Tsukiyo no Mahou no Ko
(A Magical Child of the Blue Moonlit Night)"
©2021 the Japan Sumikko Gurashi Association Film Club

Broadcast Media

Film Production
and Distribution

BS/CS Channel
Operation

Content
Procurement
and Distribution
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As a local community information station,
J:COM responds to the various needs
of the community. Cooperating with
local communities and municipalities,
we contribute to enhance
local community power.

■ メディアソリューション事業

J:COMグループシナジーを活用し、ワンストップのソリューションを提供

J:COM Media

Thematic Channels（CS/BS Pay TV）

J:COM PMP

Community Channels Program Guidebook

Advertising proposals using our own media

Advertising sales on behalf 
of AXN Japan Inc.

Planning and operation of
events, and ticket agent
business

Local production staff create local information programs for the community and
distribute them through community channels and apps.

70 local programmings 
deliver detailed information

Local programming

We deliver information to protect the safety and security of local communities through
a variety of means. Cooperating with local municipalities, we are
committed to disaster prevention and disaster victim support activities.

●Distributing local information

●PR and documentation of the community

●Planning and management of local events

●Proposing solutions to community needs

Disaster information 
in the L-shaped TV subs

Emergency earthquake alert and Disaster TV Startup,
a disaster information service

"Do Local," 
a live camera app

■Community Media Business

We deliver essential information to our customers
through community-based communication media.

■ Media Solution Business

Utilizing J:COM Group's synergy,
we provide one-stop solutions.

Local
Sports
Groups

Educational
Organization

Local
Community

Tourism
Committee

Local
Government

Chamber of
Commerce

Proposals
and Solutions

Needs
and Issues

Media and Entertainment Business

Media Rep

TV media（community channels, etc.）

Digital media

Advertising proposals using
other companies’ media

Development and sales promotion of
new advertising products

Events
Video production and
advertisement distribution
for digital media

Digital Video and Marketing

A commercial network that efficiently 
outputs commercials to the targets

Segmented DM

Send segmented DM based on 
members' viewing trends, etc.

2 million subscribing 
households

Utilizing big data

Collect viewing logs of households with target STBs

TSUKEMEN (ANY artist) TV commercial production (for Tact Home Co., Ltd.)

ジェイコムマガジン
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J:COM's SDGs

With the Community, For a Better Future
As a member of the local community, J:COM made four promises based on our 
corporate philosophy and SDGs to promote initiatives for solving SDGs tasks. Joining 
the SDG Media Compact, we distribute information to achieve SDG goals together 
with medias in the world.

J :COM's Four Promises

We will act to keep
our cities shining.

We create a lifestyle
with calmness
and safety.

We realize
earth-friendly
and green future.

We aim to become
a company where all

employees can work lively.

もっと、心に響かせよう。

もっと、暮らしを支えよう。

明日を、未来を、拓いていこう。

Corporate Philosophy

We will act to keep our cities shining.We will act to keep our cities shining.

To maintain environment of local communities, we 
have “CLEAN UP” activities in various sites of our service
areas. When local schools implemented remote-schooling
as a measure against COVID-19, we offered tablets
and helped content creation to support children’s 
learning. We also conducted charities to support children
in areas with extra-needs. J:COM is collaborating 
in solving issues of communities. 

Adachi Santa Walk, which supports 
children through charity events

Cleanup activity at Osaka Prefectural 
Sennan Satoumi Park

We create a relaxing and safe lifestyle.We create a relaxing and safe lifestyle.

In addition to concluding disaster support agreements 
with local municipalities and delivering disaster 
prevention information, we provide both human and 
material support in the event of a disaster. We are also 
involved in activities to preserve the safety and security 
of local communities, such as putting "Crime Prevention 
Patrol” stickers on business vehicles to prevent crime on 
a daily basis and watching over children of nearby 
elementary schools on their way to and from school on a 
voluntary basis.

In the event of a disaster, we cooperate 
with the government to provide support 
for transporting supplies.

Watching over students going home 
from school

We realize earth-friendly
and green future
We realize earth-friendly
and green future

We are working on reducing CO2 emissions by 
introduction of Green Logistics, which improves the 
efficiency of distribution routes and truck loading ratio 
for transporting service-related equipment and other 
items, and J:COM MaaS, wherein sales staff carpool a 
mini van. Also, we are engaged in protecting global 
environment by implementing J:COM Green Program*, 
which supports forest conservation activities with a 
portion of the electricity charges paid by our customers 
to J:COM.

Introduced carpool for sales staff

Employees working at Yorii Office 
of J:COM Heart Co., Ltd.

We aim to become a company
where all employees can work lively.
We aim to become a company
where all employees can work lively.

As a company certified as a "Health and Productivity 
Management Organization -White 500- (large corporation
category)”, which the Ministry of Economy, Trade and 
Industry and NIPPON KENKO KAIGI jointly select, we 
promote a healthy and productive management. Also, 
for diverse human resources to play active roles, including
employees who are parenting, we are engaged to organize
various systems, develop abilities, and support careers. 
Furthermore, J:COM Heart Co., Ltd. is committed to 
creating a work environment where passionate and 
capable employees with disabilities can feel rewarding.

Certified as a "Platinum 
Kurumin” company with a 
high standard of parenting 
support

*J:COM Green Program is adopting The Forestock Certification System of Forestock Association.

J:COM Green Program
We support forest conservation activities with a portion of the electricity 
charges paid to J:COM. Each household can protect approximately
5 square meters of forest per year.

Forest
Preservation
Global Warming
Prevention

Our Customers Forest Owners

Use
J:COM DENRYOKU

Support preservation
activities with a portion
of electricity charges

Allocate a portion
of electricity charges



Company history

J:COM has been in service for 26 years
We are dedicated to providing various
services that resonate with customers

1995 1997
1999 2000

2001 2004
2005

2006
2007

2008
2009

2010

2011
2012

2013
2014

2015
2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

●Launched telephony service (July)

●Acquired the management rights
　to TITUS Communications
　Corporation (September)

●Launched "J:COM NET 160M
　Course" (April)
●Absorbed Jupiter TV Co., Ltd.
　(September)
●Established Channel Ginga Co., Ltd.
　(November)

●Closed the memorandum of understanding regarding establishment of 3-company
　alliance with Sumitomo Corporation and KDDI Corporation (June)

●Launched high-speed Internet
　access service (January)

●Launched digital CATV service, 
　"J:COM TV Digital"
　(currently J:COM TV Standard) 
　(April)

●Launched Video On Demand (VOD)
　service, "J:COM On Demand" (January)
●Listed on the JASDAQ Securities
　Exchange (currently Tokyo Securities
　Exchange JASDAQ market) (March)
●Introduced new brand, "J:COM" (March)

●Founded as a joint venture between
　Sumitomo Corporation and Tele-
　Communications International, Inc. 
　(currently Liberty Global, Inc.) (January)
●Launched CATV service for approximately
　19,000 subscribing households (March)

●Acquired the management rights to Kansai
　Multimedia Services Co., Ltd. (January)
●Launched a new STB equipped with a built in
　HDD hard disk, "HDR" (April)
●Acquired the management rights to Cable West
　Inc. (September)

●Launched "J:COM Earthquake Alert
　Service" (January)
●Consolidated Mediatti
　Communications, Inc. (December)

●Established Technology Networks Inc. (@NetHome Co., Ltd. merged with J:COM
　Technologies Co., Ltd. (currently Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd)) (January)
●Acquired the management rights to J SPORTS Broadcasting Corporation
　(currently J SPORTS Corporation) (October)

●Jointly acquired
　YOKOHAMA CABLE
　VISION Inc. with Tokyu
　Corporation and
　consolidated (October)
●Introduced ZAQ as the
　nationwide "J:COM NET"
　service character
　(October)

●Started applying a new discount
　service, "au Smart Value" (March)
●Consolidated ASMIK ACE
　ENTERTAINMENT, INC. 
　(currently ASMIK ACE, INC.) (March)
●Launched "Mega Pack," a
　subscription VOD service on
　"J:COM on Demand" (June)
●Launched "OMAKASE Support"
　(October)
●Launched "J:COM DENRYOKU," an
　electric power service for apartments/
　condominiums, in Suginami, Tokyo 
　(December)

●Broadcasted the "2018 PyeongChang Olympics"
　on community channels (February)
●Consolidated a video production and advertisement
　distribution company, PROOX, Inc (April)
●Launched "All Electric Home Plan"
　of J:COM DENRYOKU (April)
●Launched a 4K broadcasting service,
　"4K J:COM Box" (December)

●Established J:COM Small
　Amount and Short Term
　Insurance Co., Ltd. (February)
●Conducted a demonstration
　test of carpool service (July)
●Joined the "SDG Media
　Compact" (December)

●Achieved 1 million contracts
　in "J:COM DENRYOKU” 
　(March)
●Changed company name as
　JCOM Co., Ltd. (July)
●Launched "J:COM Online
　Medical Care” (July)

●Launched the "J:COM HOME," home IoT service (June)
●Started the first domestic demonstration testing of an online medical care system,
　utilizing cable TV (September)
●Consolidated the ZAQA Corporation, a visit support company (October)
●Launched "J:COM Mesh Wi-Fi," the optional services of J:COM NET (October)
●Launched "J:COM LINK," a new STB for next-generation TV service (December)

●Renewed community channels, "J:COM Channel" and "J:COM Television" (July)
●Delisted from the JASDAQ market of the Tokyo Stock Exchange (July)
●Consolidated IP Power Systems Corp. (September)
●Launched a new set-top box, "Smart TV Box" (November)
●Consolidated JAPAN CABLENET LIMITED (Now absorbed by Jupiter Telecommunications Co., Ltd.) (December)

●Launched the second series of Smart TV
　Service, "Smart J:COM Box," an STB
　developed uniquely for our service (February)
●Launched trial 4K broadcasting (June)
●Absorbed Technology Networks Inc. (July)

●Launched 4K-VOD service (May)
●Established J:COM Heart
　Co., Ltd., a company to help the
　employment of people with
　disabilities (June)
●Consolidated an events and
　tickets agency, Any Co., Ltd. (July)
●Launched "J:COM MOBILE", a
　MVNO service (October)
●J:COM Heart Co., Ltd. certified
　as a special subsidiary (October)

●Consolidated e-commerce company Jupiter
　Shop Channel Co., Ltd. (March)
●Launched retail electricity sales service,
　"J:COM DENRYOKU for Home" (April)
●Consolidated Oita Cable Telecom Co., Ltd.
　(June)
●Broadcasted the "2016 Rio Olympics" on
　community channels (August)
●Achieved 100,000 subscribing households in
　"J:COM DENRYOKU for Home" (September)

●Achieved 100,000 subscribing customers in "J:COM MOBILE,"
　a MVNO service (January)
●Achieved 200,000 subscribing households in
　"J:COM DENRYOKU for Home" (January)
●Launched a retail city gas sales service, "J:COM Gas Supplied
　by Osaka Gas", in the Kansai area (April)
●Launched a local information app, "Do Local" (April)

2021
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J:COM in figures

Business Performance

billion yen785.7785.7Revenue

Service subscribing
households

million
households5.5614 million

households

Homes Passed

21.83
Homes Passed: Number of households where the network is already

built and service is available

million
households

Telephone
subscribing households

3.64
CATV

subscribing households

3.92
Internet

subscribing households

3.97
*As of the end of March 2021

*FY2020

J:COM Supporting Customers

11  
Group CATV system operations

16,858
*As of July 1, 2021 *As of the end of March 2021

Number of households
with access to 
community channels
(= total number of households
connected to the network)

million
households

million
households

million
households

companies66CATV system
operations

The number of employees


